
REFRIGERATOR FIRE 
I was awakened my first night in Florida at an Airstream Park at 4:00 AM in the morning by a siren that was on for almost 

two minutes. I looked out the window and saw some men running towards the fire truck located at the park. The next day 

I walked down two streets to see a motorhome totally destroyed by the fire, which had obviously started in the refrigerator 

compartment. Besides the fridge, the roof was burned through and the interior was covered with soot, smoke and water. A 

salvage operation company came around the next day and said the plastic material in the motorhome, which had burned, 

produced toxic gases and we should not be going into the rig without masks, further, nothing left was of any value since it 

was so contaminated. This fire resulted in a total loss for the RV as well as most of the owner’s belongings. The local Park 

Fire Station people had put out the fire just before the regular Fire Department arrived within about 10 minutes. This 

fridge was operating on electric. 

I also visited another motorhome that had arrived at the park several days earlier with the refrigerator not working at all. 

After opening the outside fridge cover it was discovered that most of the components were gone and there were burn 

marks all over the compartment. This fridge had been operating on gas during the trip to Florida, had caught fire and 

burned up most of the parts. Fortunately, the gas valve had shut off the propane supply. 

Both of these were Norcold Refrigerators that had been recalled by the manufacturer. In fact, Norcold has expanded their 

recall to include some models up to 2010. You should check here to determine if your fridge is included:   

Norcold recall:   http://www.norcoldrecall.com/   1-800-767-9101 

 

Even if you have had other recalls you must check with Norcold to see if the latest modification has been done. 

RV refrigerators use a mixture of ammonia, hydrogen, water and an anti-corrosive agent solution in a sealed cooling unit. 

This liquid is circulated through a boiler, converted to an ammonia vapor and sent thru a series of tubes where it removes 

heat from your refrigerator box (condenser). The conversion to a vapor is accomplished with a source of heat using either 

a 110 VAC and sometimes a 12 VDC (three way fridge) element or a propane flame. Over the years fatigue failures can 

occur in the tubing and allow the refrigerant to slowly leak from the cooling unit (usually near the boiler). This leak, with 

the right conditions, can cause a fire in the external refrigerator box. 

When operating with propane if the coolant is leaking hydrogen may be present as well as very high temperatures, which 

could ignite with the presence of an open flame. When operating with 110 VAC the temperatures can get extremely high 

due to the loss of coolant and the inability of the system to remove the heat. This could result in the burning of wire 

insulation and a fire.  No operational mode is safe if your refrigerator has developed a coolant leak. Information on how 

many times this has occurred is not readily available but numbers in the several thousands have been mentioned on the 

Internet. This applies to Dometic Refrigerators as well, where over 900,000 units have been recalled. 

Dometic recall:    http://67.238.126.140/recall.php      1-888446-5157 

 

The recalled models and serial numbers have been expanded a number of times so you should check the recall lists several 

times during the year.   

  

Turn the refrigerator off immediately if you notice any of the following indicators:  

• Leakage or staining at the back of the refrigerator.  

• Yellow residue at the back or sides of the refrigerator.  

• The smell of ammonia.  

• Refrigerator does not properly cool.  

Any unit  found to  have  one or more of the characteristics mentioned above MUST be shut down and not operated 

until the unit is fixed and the recall rework administered. 

 

The recall solution for both Dometic and Norcold involve opening up the 12 volt supply to the refrigerator control board, 

which will cut off the entire system. This includes the main propane valve and the 110 VAC or 12 VDC heaters.   

Norcold’s recall uses a thermocouple mounted to the main  



  


